
Men’s Ministry
Special Event Priorities

Be Strategic
Leverage each experience for the invitation to the next one.

Example: A January event leads to a March/April retreat. At the retreat, present
invitation cards to an upcoming men’s bible study or next event.

Be Consistent
● Develop a good reputation by hosting reliable events
● Quality and excellence
● Create meaningful experiences

Be Compelling
Make sure that our events are high quality and excellent so that when we invite
them next year, they’re more likely to come and invite someone. If we don’t host a
meaningful/excellent event, simply put, it’s just not compelling. We waste their time
and money (and ours) and they’re not as excited to return next time, much less invite
their friends.

If our events aren’t consistently excellent and meaningful, then we hamper/hinder
our people’s ability to invite someone. We leave them wondering, “will this event be
like the last one (not so good) or more like the one before that (really good)... maybe
this one won’t be as great?”

Over time, one goal is to remove all hesitation for someone to invite their friends. I
want our people to say to themselves, “this is great every year, and I have no doubt
they’ll crush it again, so I’m gonna bring my friends because I know they’ll love it” -
that’s an organizational priority. It’s a waste of our time and money to do otherwise.

Consider the culture you’re creating with your words & mindset
Rarely settle for statements like this: “It’s good enough. I think it’ll be fine. Let’s just
go with it.” Is it as good as it can be? Is it what we wanted or what we think will be
compelling?

Don’t start the conversation with money: “What’s our budget?” Start with vision/
impact and work back from there. Dream for what could be amazing!



Some things we could envision at a Men’s Retreat/Event:
● Masculine Music
● Useful Swag
● Good Food (Whole pig pickin’, BBQ, etc.)
● Bonfire (fire, smokes, drinks)
● Activity(s) everyone can do together (Something we don’t usually do such as

archery tag)
● Meaningful conversations

○ Space for hanging
○ Time for small groups
○ Panel discussion with Q&A from the men
○ Discussion on a topic that helps men have key realizations for their lives

■ Is there a space where each guy can identify and work on
something personal to him over the 1-2 days together?

○ A teaching time or workshop environment
■ Is there a curriculum or program where participants are led

through some discovery or realizations that send them home
inspired to explore and apply?

Goals for a Men’s Retreats/Events:
● Spiritual realization or breakthrough
● Shared experiences and stories to tell

○ Giving the men stories to tell when they get home and to talk about
throughout the year (activities, adventure, realizations, relational
connections to old/new friends)

● Getting to know each other a little better


